Dyna s ignition instructions

A popular upgrade for older bikes equipped with ignition points is to install an electronic
ignition. Electronic ignitions are nice since it eliminates moving parts that wear out. Ignition
points do wear over time and it turn, will change the ignition timing. The bike used in this video
is a Kawasaki KZ I have a video on it here that gives a little more info on the build if you are
interested. Here is a list of tools used for this project. These are aff links and support me at no
cost to you. Klein strippers â€” handles AWG and also useful around the house. Your email
address will not be published. Email Address:. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Posted by Matthew on February 18, in Ignition. Share This
Post Facebook 0. Twitter 0. I agree to have my personal information transfered to MailChimp
more information. Like my articles and How-To videos? Enter your name and email to get
notified when new content becomes available. No spam. No BS. No sharing email. Author:
Matthew. Leave a Comment Cancel Your email address will not be published. Name: Email
Address: Website:. Buy Matt a Beer! Recent Posts. Subscribe on YouTube. Orders placed
during the weekends or the following holidays will ship the next business day. Learn more
about Dennis Kirk. We're always looking to improve your shopping experience. If you have
experienced a problem with our website, please describe the issue in as much detail as possible
so our team can explore it further. Details Shipping Cutoff Times. Click here for more details.
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Account. Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your
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Name. Email Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal Code. What
are you into? Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to unsubscribe.
All the features of the famous Dyna S, plus the special feature of firing the front and rear
cylinders independently, allowing much more accurate timing of each cylinder Bikes with hotter
cams show the greatest improvement Get the most out of your stock, slightly modified or all-out
Harley-Davidson with a Dyna S single-fire ignition system NOTE: Tach adapter required for
electronic tach part number NOTE: On Harley-Davidson except Twin Cam 88, an advance weight
mechanism is required. The rear cylinder receives the wasted spark on its intake stroke, which
can result in harder starting, increased engine vibration, backfire and raw fuel being spit back
into the carb, all creating a power loss. Dyno and top speed testing show use of an independent
firing system gives dramatic improvements in power in all areas. Please sign in to leave a
comment. Yes the Dyna S works in these applications extremely well. Just remember that in
these reverse rotation applications that the front cylinder becomes the rear for ignition
purposes. When using the DS single fire, simply reverse the black and white wires. With the DS
dual fire, simply use the rear cylinder timing marks. Some modification to the mounting plate
may be necessary for proper clearance. Comments 0 comments. Articles in this section Why
does my Dyna S spark continuously when I am charging the battery? What should I set my
spark plug gaps to? Why does Dynatek recommend 5 ohm coils for street use and 3 ohm coils
for racing? Where do the blue and white wires connect on the DS dual fire Dyna S Will the Dyna
S work in early Panhead applications with reverse rotation distributors? Where do the black and
white wires go on the DS? Will the Dyna S work in my Evolution style case? What type of spark
plug wire do I need? I want to build a custom Twincam and need to wire the ignition. How do I
do it? How come my motor seems to be harder to start or sometimes kick back? See more. This
is the same ignition used by top racers over the past 2 decades. The Dyna S is completely
housed behind the ignition cover and uses a magnetic rotor with the original spark advancer, so
the factory advance curve is maintained. As a stand alone ignition the Dyna S is the standard of
performance and reliability. If you have a CBF check the diameter of the advancer shaft. Check
whether the advancer shaft diameter is the early style Installation Instructions Here. Install was
easy, timing was also easy highly recomend a test light. Bike started right up. I haven't gotten to
put a full ride on it yet, but it does run great and made it around the block! I also recommend
watching a couple YouTube videos of the installation process to help clear some stuff up. Also
very easy to set up and time as per the instructions. So far so good! The product was very easy

to install, and help solved my problem, it was delivered with great speed. I am very satisfied
with 4into1. You save. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars
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advance curve is maintained. As a stand alone ignition the Dyna S is the standard of
performance and reliability. I'm not easily swayed by trends and gimmicks and I don't pretend to
be smarter than the Honda engineers. No pods for me, thanks! I finally committed to buying the
Dynatech ignition and I was amazed by the improvement in starting, acceleration and overall
smoothness of my motor. Installation is easy, thanks to clear instructions and it's made in
California! Do it! Love these and recommend them to all my customers, comes with detailed
instructions and troubleshooting help as well. Dynatek somehow got the colors switched on the
wiring for the ignition system. If your bike doesn't start after installation don't freak out, just
switch the wires. Try plugging in blue to yellow and yellow to blue. Nonetheless, bike starts up
so quickly. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars
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to Cart Add to List. Ships Today! Instruction Manual GSL L GS GSE GSL GSG GSGL Related
Items. Part : Mfg Part : How to size. We want to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk,
Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an Account. Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble
logging in? Click Here. Give us your feedback! I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my
experience. Your Ride optional. Part Number if applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer
service resolve your issue? Your Name. Email Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our
emails! First Name. Postal Code. What are you into? Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike.
Privacy Policy I'd like to unsubscribe. Self-contained unit installs under points cover Utilizes a
magnetic rotor with the original spark advancer, maintaining the factory advance curve Allows
individual cylinder pair timing adjustment Replaces points and condensers, as well as many
original electronic units Reliable and easy to install Must use 3 ohm or higher ignition coil. Dyna
supplies a Scotch-lok connector to tap into the turn signal circuit. Those connectors are not
very reliable. Checked timing advancer, has accel coils, new stock fuel pump. Bike is falling on
its face under hevy throttle and hesitating under light throttle. If I further advance timing past
oem it seems to all but cure problem. Do you have any suggestions. I feel like i am so close. I
just want to say thanks for all the help. Has coils replaced. No ballast resistor in wiring. Bike
starts good and idles good. When you hit RPMs it starts to break down. Everything seems to be
wired according to the instructions except the ballast resistor. Carburetor problems 2. Problem
with OEM timing advancer 3. Problem with Dyna module. If I remove my points and install
electronic ignition will I still have the timing difference of degrees between 1TDC and Degrees
for 2 Cylinder. I have dyna coil and ignition system bypassed ballast and condenser. I have also
tried to manually trigger the ignition with a magnet and still no light and i cant find anyone else
having the same problem. I also tried to start it and I just got gnarly flames. The unit has pickup
modules mounted to 2 plates â€¦both plates are actually adjustable. I also had to remove the
spark advance weights to remove the OEM points cam, and then reinstall the weights. Howard:
Correct. Make sure to get the locking screws tight, had an issue with the one I had on my 77, the
screws loosened up enough to allow the timing to change. All rights reserved. Both modules
have to be timed spot on! Ditch the OEM condensor! Not required with electronic ignition. Failed
amp master fuse Main battery ground cable connection issue Main b attery positive cable
connection issue battery to starter relay Main harness connector above battery Partial battery
failure You may or not have a ballast resistor depending on various details. You may in fact
have 2 ballasts resistors depending on the details. In any case, if you have a ballast and it fails
â€” you will lose ignition at least when the starter button is released. There is a set of
connectors at the mid-point of the coil primary wires near the battery that sometime come loose

and must be checked. Failed Dyna module see Dyna Module testing procedure. If you want to
find the best selection online for motorcycle parts, visit our stores below: Comments David M
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Ballast by-pass is fine. These things come to mind: 1. May 22, at pm. August 14, at pm. August
19, at pm. McGuire says:. March 2, at pm. March 3, at pm. Cliff Reynolds says:. March 12, at pm.
Howard Halasz says:. March 11, at pm. Andrew Schmidt says:. January 31, at am. Return to top
of page. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought
this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. The Dyna S Ignition System is a complete self-contained electronic ignition system
built with the latest state-of-the-art engineering. This is the same ignition used by top racers
over the past 2 decades. The Dyna S is completely housed behind the ignition cover and uses a
magnetic rotor with the original spark advancer, so the factory advance curve is maintained.
The venerable Dyna S ignition System is a time proven solution to the basic ignition needs of
the vintage muscle bike. As a stand alone ignition the Dyna S is the standard of performance
and reliability. NOTE:This ignition can be used with your stock coils or any coils over 3 ohms.
Dynatek recommends the 5 ohm coils with this Dyna S ignition. For the complete Dynatek
performance package see our selection of products. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March
3 - 8. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from 4into1 Sold by 4into1 Details. Ships from. Sold by.
Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and
malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts,
labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate
Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or
Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires.
Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit
assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Brand: 4into1. This fits your.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Gen Japan Import. Next page. Featured items you may like. What other items do customers buy
after viewing this item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Manufacturer 4into1 Brand 4into1 Item Weight Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also bought. Emgo
Replacement Ignition Switch. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I was replacing a 12 year old Dyna S
system I had already installed but the old unit was losing a sensor. I was dropping 2 cylinders
randomly and had already done my carbs and put dynatek coils wires and then new plugs in. I
got this unit, which has smaller sensors than the original, and put it in the same postion as the
12 year old one and my bike fired right up and ran great. I also got me carb rebuild kit through
this same seller and it made the job a breeze. I will look for 4 into 1 whenever I need vintage
parts. I was easily able to replace the stock, dual breaker point ignition on my '72 CB with this.
After I did and statically timed it directions are included , there was a significant improvement in
performance. It's not necessary to replace the stock ignition coils as well, but I'd recommend it.
I replaced my stock coils with Dynatek dual output 5 ohm coils. The cost of replacing the
ignition and coils may seem a little pricey, but pretty much any upgraded component for these
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s is. The increased performance with no more need to adjust breaker points, make it worth the
cost. One person found this helpful. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
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